Division Memorandum
no. 297 s. 2018

TO : Public Schools District Supervisor
     Secondary School Heads

FROM : SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
       Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : Planning Conference and Division Staff Orientation Workshop for the Live Out Training of Career Guidance Grade 10 and 11.

Date : October 31, 2018

Please be informed that there will be a Planning conference and Division Staff Orientation Workshop for Career Guidance Grade 10 and 11 on November 6, 7 and 8, 2018 8:00 a.m at Queen Maricel Inn, San Isidro Village Virac, Catanduanes.

In this connection may we request for the participation of the following personnel found in the enclosure to participate on the above mentioned activity. Likewise participants are expected to bring laptop and extension cord to easily facilitate the workshop.

Travel and other incidental expenses relative to this activity shall be charged against school MOOE or other local funds subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulation of the Commission on Audit.

For dissemination and compliance.
List of Participants for Career Guidance Grade 10

1. John Dewey Chavez       Bato Rural Development High School
2. Kevin Escobido           Calatagan National High School
3. Allan Benoyo             SAVS
4. John Anthony Romero      CNHS
5. Vernie Robles            CNHS

➢ To report on NOVEMBER 6, 2018

List of Grade 11 Participants

John Carlo Lucero       Dariao National High School
Francis John Templonuevo San Miguel Rural Development High School
Jean Crispino           Lietan Integrated School
Mary Jean Arcilla        Hawan National High School
Ma Hazel Teólogo        Gignoto Rural Development High School
Asuncion Vargas         Mayangway National High School
Mary Grace Valero       Bagamanoc Rural Development High School
Maricel Ternida          Antipolo National High School
Ma. Lorylyn Reyes       SAVS
Vernie Robles            CNHS

➢ To report on November 7-8, 2018